
Fireworks
Fill the page with different types of fireworks. 

Write about your independence day. What did
you do this year?
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Fill this page w
ith dodles form

 your 

kitchen - 
appliance, tools, dishes...



Summer Recipe
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Ocean Fun
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Ps. 139:8
 We’ll do this together in a FB live. 
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Draw a Treehouse
or the place you would like to take refuge for some  restful time
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Sidewalk Chalk
Challenge 1 - get a piece of chalk and colored paper. Cut the paper to 6” x 6” and glue it in the box 
below. Draw a sun and write out Judges 5:31 - find a translation you like. Keep your design simple 
so it doesn’t get lost in chalk dust.

C
hallenge 2 - get som

e sidew
alk chalk and draw

 this (or any very you choose) on your drive-w
ay 

m
ake it really big - I’m

 going to draw
 m

ine on the church parking lot. 
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Binding it all up
Now that we’re closing out summer camp, let’s bind our summer memories.  Here are several options to 
bind your sketchnote summer camp fun.  Which ever binding you choose you might want to add a stiff 
cardboard backing to provide some stability to your book. 

1.  Bind with ribbon, or string about 30”- need: hole punch, string and a tapestry needle. Punch the holes 
using the guide on the cover.  Cur the ribbon to 30”. Thread the tapestry needle or not  if your ribbon will 
thread the holes.  Starting in the middle hole thread the ribbon from front to back leaving at an 8” tail on 
the front. Thread the ribbon through the bottom two holes and then thread it up the  holes again all the  
way to the top. Thread it back down to the middle and tie the two ends in a knot and then a bow. Trim the 
ribbon. 

2. Staple the book on the side

3. Get it bound at the office supply store. I laminated my cover- by the way. 

4. Do you have another binding method? I would love it if you would share it with me!

Thanks for participating in the Sketchnote Summer Camp. If you were blessed, we’d be blessed if you would 
tell a friend about the Sketchnote Boss. 
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